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Abstract 

We present here first principles hybrid functional calculations of the atomic and electronic structure of 

several iodine-related point defects in CsPbI3, a material relevant for photovoltaic applications. We show 

that the presence of neutral interstitial I atoms or electron holes leads to the formation of di-halide 

dumbbells I2
- (analogously to the well-known situation in alkali halides). Their formation and one-

electron energies in the band gap are determined. The formation energy of the Frenkel defect pair (I 

vacancy and neutral I interstitial) is found to be ~1 eV, and as such smaller than the band gap.  We 

conclude that both iodine dumbbells and iodine vacancies could be, in principle, easily produced by 

interband optical excitation.   

 

Introduction 

Halide perovskites have recently found themselves in the spotlight due to their remarkable 

photo-electrochemical properties and their potential to be used as highly efficient, solution-

processable light harvesters for photovoltaic devices.1 Among these materials, iodine-based 

formulations have shown the highest promise; in particular, the organic-inorganic 

methylammonium lead triiodide (CH3NH3PbI3) has been extensively studied. Despite its 

outstanding functional properties, this material (and in general the hybrid formulations) suffers 

from major shortcomings, in particular from high instability, which can be largely attributed to 

the presence of the organic cation. Searching for alternatives, the fully inorganic CsPbI3 fulfill 

most criteria, and while its photo-electrochemical properties still fall short of its hybrid 
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counterpart, its high stability is very attractive for practical application. Interestingly, 

performances of CsPbI3-based photovoltaic devices have increased significantly2,3 since their 

first report.4 

In this study, we investigate point defect formation and basic properties in CsPbI3 from 

first principles calculations. Despite being of great importance, a thorough investigation of point 

defects in this material is still very limited.5,6 Indeed, many halide perovskites (including CsPbI3) 

are already known to be mixed ionic-electronic conductors,7–10 and as such investigating ionic 

defect formation (and migration) provides important information on their charge transport 

properties. The presence of point defects is also expected to influence the electronic transport 

(and device performance) in these materials, both considering mobile defects (coupling of ionic 

and electronic transport, interfacial redistribution phenomena) and static ones (electronic carriers 

trapping and recombination processes). 

Based on the previous knowledge on CH3NH3PbI3, we study iodine-related defects, 

which have been shown extensively to be the most mobile (and likely the highest in 

concentration) both experimentally11,12 and computationally.13–17 Note that substantial iodine 

migration has been experimentally observed in CsPbI3 as well.7 In particular, we focus here on 

hole and electron trapping by iodine defects, which is receiving an increasing attention18–22 in 

halide perovskites, due to its relation to recombination processes and potentially to the 

remarkable photo-enhancement of ionic transport.23 Previous studies18–20 suggest favorable 

formation of iodine dumbbells (I2
- aggregates within the crystal structure) by trapping of electron 

holes, but mechanistic insights are largely lacking. Here, we show that these aggregates also are 

expected to form in CsPbI3. By performing first principles calculation without a priori 

assumption on the formation process, we will also unveil the mechanism of generation of these 

extended defects. 

Halide-related defects are well studied in alkaline-earth halides (e.g. CaF2, MgF2), alkali 

halides MeX (e.g. KCl), including iodides (e.g. KI, NaI, RbI).24–29 It is well established that in 

these materials interband optical excitations (light or UV) create excess electrons and electron 

holes.  
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The self-trapping of electron holes on halide sites leads to the formation of dimers X2
- 

called the Vk centers (association of a neutralized halide with a X-, both initially on regular 

lattice sites).30 Recombination of electrons with Vk centers leads to the formation of self-trapped 

excitons, whose non-radiative decay, in turn, results in the formation of neutral Frenkel defect 

pairs, i.e. halide vacancies with trapped electrons (the F center) and interstitial halide atoms with 

trapped electron holes. The latter is chemically unstable with respect to the formation of the X2
- 

dumbbell (the H center) upon involvement of another regular lattice halide. The difference 

between the H and Vk centers is that the former occupies a single halide site and thus is a neutral 

defect with respect to the perfect crystalline lattice whereas the Vk center has a slightly longer 

bond length and partially occupies two lattice sites (and thus is effectively positively charged). 

Interaction of these primary defects with each other or with intrinsic, pre-radiation defects can 

lead to the formation of even more complex defects, e.g. trimers X3
2-. 31 Formation of radiation 

(light)-induced interstitial dumbbells was discussed also in binary oxides such as MgO,32,33 SrO 

34 and Al2O3.
35,36 

 

Methods 

Our first-principles periodic calculations were performed in the frame of the hybrid DFT 

PBESOL0 implemented in the CRYSTAL17 code37. This is a hybrid version of PBE exchange-

correlation (XC) functional with 25% of Hartree-Fock exchange and  revised for solids 

PBESOL38 XC functional instead of PBE XC functional. Gaussian atomic orbitals39 were used to 

expand the crystalline Bloch functions. The interaction between the core electrons and the 

valence and sub-valent electrons in iodine, lead and cesium atoms and the valence electrons was 

described by means of the effective core pseudopotentials. For sodium atoms, an all-electron 

basis set38 was used. The reciprocal-space Brillouin zone (BZ) sampling was performed with 

8x8x8 k-point meshes generated according to the Monkhorst Pack scheme.40 Kohn-Sham 

equations were solved iteratively to self-consistency within 10–8 eV. Full geometry optimization 

was carried out both in perfect and defective crystals calculations. The Mulliken analysis was 

used for effective atomic charges. 

In the point defects calculations, the supercell model41 with a 2x2x2 supercell was used. 

In the perfect cubic CsPbI3 crystal, three Wyckoff positions of the space group Pm-3m with the 

simple cubic lattice are occupied: Cs 1b (0.5,0.5,0.5), Pb 1a (0,0,0), I 3d (0.5,0,0). The H-center 
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was modelled by introducing a neutral iodine atom in the interstitial c- position with the 

coordinates (0.25,0.25,0) in the supercell. The Vk center was modeled by substitution of a Pb 

atom by a Na atom, in order to imitate the presence of an electron hole within the supercell 

(acceptor doping).  Its localization was calculated during self-consistent atomic and electronic 

structure relaxation to the minimum of total energy, without any a priori assumptions. The F-

center was modelled by creating a neutral iodine vacancy in the supercell. In the correlated 

Frenkel pair calculations the distance between defects was 6.3 Å. The energy of this well-

separated pair was calculated as a sum of the formation energies for the H and F centers. In 

defect calculations, both atomic positions and the lattice parameters were optimized to get the 

minimum of the total energy of the supercell. The initial cubic structure was considerably 

distorted by the creation the defects. 

To estimate the point defect formation energies (Ef) for the H center, the sum of the 

perfect crystal supercell Eperf and the chemical potential UI of iodine was subtracted from the 

total energy Edef of the defective crystal supercell (Eq. 1). For the Vk center, we use charge 

correction by including the difference between lead and sodium chemical potentials UPb, UNa 

(Eq. 2). For the F center, iodine chemical potential UI was subtracted from Eperf (Eq. 3). The 

defect formation energies Ef were calculated using the following relations: 

H center:        Ef = Edef – (Eperf + UI)       (1) 

 

Vk center:       Ef = Edef – (Eperf + UPb - UNa)       (2) 

 

F center:         Ef = Edef – (Eperf - UI)      (3)  

 

Frenkel pair:   Ef = Edef - Eperf                               (4)  

 

The chemical potentials UI, UPb, UNa were found by calculating (with geometry optimization) the 

total energies of a free I2 molecule, and of PbI2 and NaI crystals respectively. The relaxation 

energies (volume change) were calculated as the difference of total energies (supercell volumes) 

before and after geometry optimization.  
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Results 

Table 1 shows that the chosen functional allows us to well reproduce both the atomic structure 

and band gap of three related materials CsPbX3 (X=Cl, Br, I). The calculated lattice constants 

deviate from experimental ones less than 1 %. The spin-orbital interactions were neglected in our 

calculations. It was shown18 that their inclusion leads to the increase of the valence band top by 

0.2 eV and to the decrease of the Pb-based conduction band bottom by 0.8 eV. Taking this 

correction into account, our calculations in good agreement with experimental band gaps. 

 
Table 1. Calculated basic properties of the perfect crystals. a0 cubic lattice constant (Å), Eg band gap 

(eV),  SO-spin-orbit interaction, q effective atomic charges (e). 

 a0 (expt) 

 

a0 

(calc) 

 

Eg 

(expt) 

Eg (calc 

without SO) 

Eg (calc. 

incl. SO) 

q (Cs) q (Pb) q(X) 

CsPbCl3 5.6042 5.68 3.043 3.9 2.9 0.99 1.18 -0.73 

CsPbBr3 5.8742 5.94 2.443 3.1 2.1 0.99 0.95 -0.65 

CsPbI3 6.2944 6.33 1.743 2.7 1.7 0.99 0.85 -0.62 

 

Considering the effective ionic charges, Cs ions are always close to +1e, while halide charges are 

smaller than -1e due to the Pb-X bond covalency. As expected, covalency effects appears larger 

for iodides. The calculated bond lengths of neutral X2 molecules and X2
- ions (important for the 

H and Vk centers) are in a good agreement with experimental values for all considered halides 

(Table 2), with only a small deviation from experimental values of 4-5 %. 

 
Table 2.  Bond lengths (Å) and chemical potentials (atomic units) of halides. 

X RX-X (X2) 

Expt 

RX-X (X2) 

calc. 

UX calc. RX-X (X2
-) 

expt 

RX-X (X2
-) 

  calc. 

Cl 1.9945 2.18 -14.867218 2.6245 2.74 

Br  2.2845 2.41 -13.333277 2.8545 2.96 

I  2.6745 2.84 -11.388158 3.2345 3.35 

 

Fig. 1 shows the starting and optimized atomic structures of the H and Vk centers in CsPbI3. 

Introducing a single interstitial I atom directly leads to the formation of an I dumbbell through 

the interaction of an interstitial atom with a neighboring host I- ion. This process is accompanied 
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by a considerable distortion of the lattice surrounding the defect, not only locally but also at long 

range. This is confirmed by the analysis of the initially cubic crystalline structure upon formation 

of the H center (Table 3). All lattice parameters distort and cease to be equivalent, while the 

angles between them in the triclinic crystal deviate from 90º (as indicated by the parameter Δ, 

Table 3).  

 

Figure 1. H-center formation in CsPbI3. Structure before (a) and after (b) the geometry 

optimization. Note the additional neutral iodine inserted into an interstitial position (in red), 

which later interacts with a regular lattice iodine in forming the dumbbell (I-I bond, red). Notice 

the considerable lattice distortion deriving from the inclusion of the defect. (c) VK-center 

formation in CsPbI3 upon addition of Na dopant on Pb sites. After geometry optimization, a 

dumbbell forms, indicated by an I-I bond (blue). 

 

We note that the H center formation is energetically favorable (Ef = -0.37 eV), notwithstanding 

the inclusion of the interstitial I atom. The dumbbell formation is accompanied by a considerable 

lattice relaxation (3.64 eV). The bond distance in the dumbbell (3.32 Å) is close to that in a free 

I2
- ion (3.35 Å), as also observed for the H centers in alkali halides.24,25 The distance between 
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interstitial I atom in the dumbbell and next nearest host I ions (3.83 Å) is much larger than within 

the dumbbell. The dumbbell formation also causes a charge redistribution which leaves an 

almost identical charge on the two constituting I atoms (-0.35e, -0.42e, with a small difference 

due to lattice distortion from a cubic one). The charges of the surrounding I ions (Table 3) are 

practically unvaried with respect to the perfect crystal (-0.62 e). Interestingly, our calculations 

show that the formation of the trimer I3
2- is also possible, but energetically less favorable by 0.62 

eV. 

 
Table 3. H center properties calculated in the 40 atom supercell without symmetry. Erel is atomic 

relaxation energy (eV),  Ef defect formation energy (according to eq. 1), R distance between introduced 

interstitial Hi atom and two nearest neighbors I1, I2 (Å), q atomic charges (e), Δ is the deviation from the 

perfect cubic crystal. 
 

Properties  Relaxed   

a0,b0,c0, Å 12.630, 12.703, 12.595 -0.030, 0.043, -0.065 

Angles, grad 90.09,  89.76, 89.01 0.09, -0.024,  -0.99 

Erel, eV 3.64  

Ef, eV -0.37  

R,  Å 3.324, 3.828 
0.159, 0.663 

q(Hi,I1,I2) -0.35, -0.42, -0.61 
-0.35,0.20,0.01 

 

 

Calculations for the Vk center (Table 4 and Fig.1,c) were performed for  the  symmetry  

σh and without any symmetry (C1). For both cases, a considerable lattice relaxation and a high 

relaxation energy were found, but unlike the H center, the Vk center formation energy is slightly 

positive (0.1 - 0.17 eV). The main difference with the H center is that its bond length is now 

considerably larger (3.39 Å), also in agreement with observations in alkali halides.24,25 In both H 

and Vk centers, the total dumbbell charge is close to -1e, in agreement with the model formula I2
-. 

 
Table 4. Vk center properties. Symbols are the same as in Table 3, with the exception of Ef that represents 

defect formation energy as given in eq. 2. 

  h symmetry C1   symmetry   
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The formation energy of the F centers (Table 5) is the largest (3.1 eV) among considered 

defects (but still considerably smaller than typical values for the F centers in alkali halides)25. 

The nearest Pb ions relax by moving towards vacancy (by 0.1 - 0.2 Å). Charge analysis of 

surrounding ions shows that nearly one electron is localized within two ionic spheres 

surrounding the vacancy (2 Pb and 8 I ions), in general agreement with the F center model 

commonly used in alkali halides. 

Lastly, calculations of the Frenkel pair of the close F and H centers (Table 5) indicate 

quite low formation energy of 0.84 eV for the couple, which is significantly smaller than the 

band gap. This suggests that, energetically, it could be possible for such defects to be produced 

by light adsorption. This mechanism was also proposed for several materials, including alkali 

halides,26,28,29,31 and more recently as the cause for the remarkable photo-induced ion conduction 

enhancement observed for CH3NH3PbI3. 

 
Table 5. Calculated properties of the F center and Frenkel pair in CsPbI3 (eqs. 3 and 4). R in the F center 

represents the distances (in Å, after structure relaxation) between nearest and next nearest I ions around 

vacancy, whereas in the Frenkel pair represents the distance between the interstitial Hi atom and two 

nearest I ions. Δ is the relevant atomic displacements (positive values mean inwards vacancy). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a,b,c, A 12.359, 12.386, 12.904  12.652, 12.483, 12.532 0.293, 0.097, 0.372  

Erel , eV           3.80    3.83  

Ef , eV           0.17    0.10        

R, A 3.395, 4.440       3.389, 4.521   
0.224, 1.356 

q (Hi, I1, I2) -0.42, -0.46, -0.59  -0.43, -0.44, -0.73 
 

 F center    Close Frenkel pair 

a0, b0, c0, Å    12.432, 12.548, 12.785  12.618, 12.685, 12.601 

Angles, grad. 90.78, 90.02, 90.21 89.73, 91.09, 89.59 

Eform, eV           3.08        0.84  

R, Å     4.275, 4.336      3.815, 4.004   

Δ,  Å     0.202, 0.141     0.650, 0.839 

Δq, e  -0.34 e (8 nearest I ions) 

-0.32 e (2 nearest Pb ions)  

    -0.62(Hi), -0.53, -0.64 
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The energy of the well-separated Frenkel defects is considerably larger (a sum of the 

individual defect energies for the F and H centers yields 2.7 eV). All defects produce a negative 

volume change (Table 6), which is a rather unexpected effect but it was observed earlier in 

several materials such as silicon.46. We note that, in the Vk center calculations, the effects of Na 

substitution likely contribute significantly to the negative volume change, and as such a 

conclusion on the volume effect caused by the self-trapped electron hole is not possible. 

 
Table 6. Defect-induced volume changes with respect to the 40 atom supercell of a perfect crystal. Iodine 

defect concentrations are ∼4 %, corresponding to 1 defect/supercell (24 iodine atoms). The volume 

change of a Vk center includes the effects caused by Na substituting Pb. 

Defects Volume change (%)  

F -1.7 

H -0.4 

Vk -2.3 

Frenkel (close) -0.5 

 

Considering the potential importance that this material has for photovoltaic and 

optoelectronic applications, we found it of relevance to calculate the energy levels of the various 

defects here presented. Analysis of the defect energy levels induced in the band gap (Fig. 2) 

shows that the F center serves as  a shallow donor (in agreement with other reports on CsPbI3
5,6

 

and similar to the oxygen vacancy case in oxide perovskites26,47) in turn, the Vk center is a 

shallow acceptor. In contrast, the energy level of the H center lies in the middle of the band gap. 

Thus, this defect could trap both electrons and holes and could considerably affect the processes 

in photovoltaic devices. 
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Figure 2. Schematic position of defect energy levels in the CsPbI3 band gap corrected for the 

spin- orbital interactions. The defect energy positions relative to the top of perfect crystal valence 

band are 0.2 eV (Vk), 0.7 eV (H), 1.6 eV (F). 

 

Conclusions  

Our first principles supercell calculations on CsPbI3 show that the interstitial I atoms tends to 

form an I2
- dumbbell configuration, similar to the H center widely studied in alkali halides. 

Larger aggregates, e.g. I3
2- are energetically possible but less favorable. Interestingly, the 

calculated formation energy of primary Frenkel pair of the F and H centers is smaller than the 

band gap, which alludes to a possible defect formation under visible light illumination. The 

defect level positions in the gap show that the F center is a shallow donor, the self-trapped hole 

(Vk center) a shallow acceptor, whereas the H center produces energy levels close to the middle 

of the band gap and as such can behave as a deep electron or hole trap. 
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